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Business Litigation
BEST PRACTICES FOR PRESERVING CORPORATE
ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE IN MASSACHUSETTS
BY SARAH HEATON CONCANNON and ROBYN R. SCHWARTZ
Consider the following hypothetical:
A bank’s general counsel (GC) learns that
$200,000 has been illegally wired from a customer’s account to an account overseas. The
GC immediately asks the branch manager (who
is not an attorney) to interview the employees involved. The branch manager summarizes
her interviews for the GC, and the GC drafts
a memo to outside counsel detailing the information uncovered, and the GC’s conclusion is
that the fraud occurred because branch employees did not follow the bank’s fraud-prevention
policies.
Fast-forward two years, and the customer has sued. Aware of the bank’s investigation,
the customer demands production of the GC’s
memo and related interview summaries, notes
and communications. The bank claims that the
documents sought, though relevant and responsive, are attorney-client privileged. The customer moves to compel.
The court’s decision whether these documents must be produced will hinge on questions implicating the scope and applicability of
the corporate attorney-client privilege, including whether:
• the GC was acting in a legal, or business,
capacity during the investigation;
• the branch manager acted as an agent of the
GC while conducting her interviews;
• the branch manager’s summaries to the GC
were for the purpose of seeking legal advice
and kept confidential;
• the GC’s memo to outside counsel was for the
purpose of seeking legal advice; and
• the investigation was “in anticipation of litigation.”1
As this hypothetical illustrates, corporate
assertions of attorney-client privilege raise myri-
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ad questions. Here, it seems likely that the court
will order some production. Given the opportunity, what would you have advised the GC
before the investigation to create and preserve
the privilege?
Overview of the Attorney-Client
Privilege in the Corporate Setting
The attorney-client privilege generally
protects clients’ communications with their
attorneys from disclosure to third parties —
including both civil litigants and governmental
regulators — provided the communications are:
(i) confidential; (ii) between an attorney and
client; and (iii) for the purpose of obtaining or
providing legal advice.
In the corporate setting, step (ii) is often
complicated. Since a corporation acts through
its principals, directors, officers, and employees,
who, then, is the “client”? More importantly,
who may invoke or waive the privilege on behalf
ContinueD on P. 2
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CYBER LIABILITY FOR DATA SECURITY BREACHES
BY CHRIS HAWKINS, ROBERT ROSENZWEIG AND JAY BRODSKY
Cyber security is a hot topic in the business
world. Many business owners and professionals
handle confidential plans and sensitive employee
and customer information, such as Social Security numbers, addresses, dates of birth, credit
card numbers and health care records. To guard
this sensitive information, most states, including Massachusetts, have enacted data security
laws that govern what a company must do in
the event of the loss of this data through theft
or negligence. Cyber-theft may expose the business to a variety of risks, including the direct
risk of identity theft, illicit access to financial
accounts, abuse of wrongly-obtained credits
cards and reputational harm. Cyber-theft also
exposes companies to risks of suits from customers whose confidential information is stolen
and used.
Massachusetts Data Security Law
Under Massachusetts law, a security breach
is an unauthorized acquisition or use of data
that is capable of compromising the security or
confidentiality of personal information that creates a substantial risk of identity theft or fraud
against a Massachusetts resident. Mass. G.L. ch.
93H, § 1(a). “Personal information” is defined
as a resident’s first and last name, or first initial and last name, in combination with the
person’s Social Security number, driver’s license
number, or financial account, or credit or debit
card account, numbers. Mass. G.L. ch. 93H, §
1(a). Every person in Massachusetts who owns
or licenses the personal information of others is
required to develop, implement and maintain
a written comprehensive information security
program appropriate to the size, scope and type
of business. 201 CMR 17.03(1). The written
data security program must encompass information maintained in electronic form as well.
201 CMR 17.04.
Common Sources of Data Security
Breaches
Security breaches may spring from many
different sources. One of the most common
sources is file disposal (both paper and electronic). Stories have appeared in the media of medical and financial records being retrieved from
dumpsters or landfills, and computers containing social security numbers turning up in pawn
shops. Another common source is loss of electronic devices containing sensitive client or customer information. For example, in 2006, a laptop containing personal information of millions
of veterans was stolen from a U.S. Department
of Veterans Affairs data analyst, although it was

later recovered with the data apparently intact.
Increasingly we are seeing instances involving social engineering. Social engineering
attacks include leaving an infected USB device
in a place where it is sure to be found, sending
fraudulent emails disguised as legitimate emails,
or emails that appear to be from coworkers.
Hackers are using information that they are
able to gather from public sources and the dark
web to send emails to businesses enticing the
individual recipient to click a link or download
an attachment with the goal of infecting the
businesses’ systems with malware to gain access
to confidential information or lock legitimate
users out of the system so that they can make a
large ransom demand of the business. In other
instances, the hackers are simply attempting to
convince individuals to wire funds under the
guise that the recipient is a legitimate business
partner.
Additionally, many breaches are caused by
a vendor or outsourced information technology provider that do not have sufficient controls.
Under the Massachusetts Data Security Law
and other state laws, the obligation to respond
is still the responsibility of the business that collected the information. It should go without
saying that you truly are only as strong as your
weakest link.
The Consequences
Most businesses are required to report the
loss of sensitive customer data to regulatory
authorities, which may conduct an investigation. A regulatory inquiry is an investigation
into an actual or alleged violation of a privacy
breach notification law, or any law relating to
a breach of privacy, such as HIPAA. For example, under the Massachusetts data security statute, Mass. G.L. ch. 93H, a data security breach
must be reported as soon as practicable to the
Attorney General, the Director of the Office of
Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation, and
each affected Massachusetts resident. The notice
to the resident must state, at minimum, the person’s right to obtain a police report, how the
person may request a security freeze, the necessary information to be provided when requesting a security freeze and any fees to be paid by
the business to any of the consumer reporting
agencies.
The Attorney General is authorized to file
suit to remedy violations of the data security
laws pursuant to section 4 of Chapter 93A of
the Massachusetts General Laws. The court is
authorized under this statute to levy civil penal-
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ties of up to $5,000 per violation if its finds the
violator knew or should have known that they
were violating the law. The release of data for a
single person could be considered a single violation. The release of data for a large number of
people could quickly add up to very significant
penalties. In July 2014, for example, Women’s
and Infants Hospital of Rhode Island agreed to
pay $150,000 to settle claims arising from its
loss of 19 backup tapes containing personal and
medical information for 12,127 Massachusetts
residents.
Additionally, even if a business is domiciled
in Massachusetts, you are beholden to respond
in accordance with the data security and breach
response laws in the other 46 states that have
similar legislation if you have information on
individuals that reside in those states. The definition of personal identifiable information, what
constitutes a breach, and the required response
and potential penalties differ from state to state.
The loss of a confidential business information or customer data can entail other costs as
well, including the cost of identifying and plugging the source of the breach and reputational
harm.
Next Steps to Consider
Risk management starts with risk awareness. The risk of a data security breach depends
on a number of factors including information
technology infrastructure, information governance and people. Businesses need to train on
existing policies and procedures relating to the
Continued on p. 6
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opinions
ContinueD from p. 3
sive provision subject to the surrender provision of Section 1325 and that under Section
1325 Wells Fargo could not be required to
take the property in satisfaction of the debt.
Judge Hoffman first set forth his interpretation of the terms “vest” under Section 1322(b)
(9) and “surrender” under Section 1325(a)(5)
(C) — defining “vest” as transferring title, and
“surrender” as making the property available to
be taken. Judge Hoffman then rejected Wells
Fargo’s argument, reasoning that a transfer of
property under Section 1322(b)(9) presupposes its surrender and does not implicate Section
1325(a)(5)(C).
After consideration of Section 1322 and
Section 1325, Judge Hoffman concluded “the
Bankruptcy Code permits a Chapter 13 debtor
to propose a plan that provides for transferring
title to mortgaged real estate to the mortgagee
in full satisfaction of its claim … .”
Wells Fargo also argued that Massachusetts state law prohibited a mortgagor from
unilaterally vesting property in a mortgagee.
Acknowledging this undisputed fact, Judge
Hoffman relied on Butner v. U.S., a United
States Supreme Court case holding that a federal interest could preempt a conflicting state
law, and found that the fresh start policy of
Chapter 13 bankruptcy proceedings was a paramount federal interest that supported federal
preemption of the relevant Massachusetts law.
Judge Hoffman found that Debtor’s Plan
satisfied the code, was consistent with the spirit of the fresh start policy, and was put forth
in good faith. Judge Hoffman held that the
debtor’s Chapter 13 plan to vest property in
a mortgagee under section 1322(b)(9) was
cyber liability
ContinueD from p. 4
confidentiality, accessibility, and security of
sensitive information in the firm. An understanding of the steps involved, along with
the attendant costs of identifying, investigating, remediating and reporting a data security
breach is advisable, as well as a clear understanding of the nature and extent of available
insurance coverage relative to those costs. Businesses and professional firms, as repositories of
sensitive personal and business information,
must be aware of the rapidly developing risks
of data security, and should carefully examine
their policies and insurance coverage to ensure
those risks are adequately addressed.

confirmable upon surrender under 1325(a)(5)
(C), even though the mortgagee did not consent. On August 14, 2015, Wells Fargo filed
a Notice of Appeal to the District Court. The
appeal is sub judice at the time of this writing.
In re Weller: Prohibiting
Unilateral Vestment
The property at the heart of this dispute
was the debtors’ residence in Massachusetts.
The property was subject to a mortgage issued
to Wells Fargo Bank, but after default Wells
Fargo never foreclosed on the property. In
2012, the debtors filed for Chapter 13 bankruptcy and vacated the property. The debtors
continued to pay post-confirmation maintenance and insurance on the vacated property until August 2015 when a Post-Confirmation Amended Chapter 13 Plan was filed that
proposed to vest title of the property in Wells
Fargo. The proposed plan read in relevant part,
“Pursuant to §§ 1322(b)(8) and (9), title to
the property … shall vest in Wells Fargo ..
upon confirmation, and the Confirmation
Order shall constitute a deed of conveyance of
the property … ” in satisfaction of the debt.
Wells Fargo objected.
Judge Boroff limited the scope of his opinion to this question: Does Section 1322(b)
(9) permit confirmation of a plan that vests
title in an objecting creditor? Recognizing
the relevance of the In re Sagendorph decision,
Judge Boroff expressed agreement with much
of Judge Hoffman’s preliminary reasoning,
including Judge Hoffman’s finding that Sections 1325(a)(5) and 1322(b)(9) were not in
conflict. But Judge Boroff nevertheless found
that a plan may not force a secured creditor
to take title to its collateral in satisfaction of
a debt.
Available Insurance Solutions
As this exposure continues to develop, traditional insurance policies such as property,
general liability, and professional liability have
added exclusions to ensure that they are not
providing coverage for data breach incidents
that were not contemplated when underwriting
traditional risks. The insurance marketplace has
responded by crafting a stand-alone insurance
policy commonly referred to as cyber liability.
There are more than 30 insurers both domestically and in London that are offering some
modicum of coverage for this exposure. As a
potential buyer of cyber liability insurance it is
important to understand the level of coverage
that is being provided. For middle market businesses the majority of the potential expenses for

Judge Boroff observed that Section 1325
provides a debtor with the right to include
surrender in its plan, but that under Section
1322(b)(9) or Section 1325(a)(5), the plan
may not force a secured creditor to take title
to its collateral in satisfaction of the debt. The
court reasoned that the secured creditor has
the right not to accept the property and therefore a plan which “vests” property in a mortgagee over that mortgagee’s objection does not
fulfill the requirements of the code and may
not be confirmed.
Conclusion
The Bankruptcy Code provides flexibility to judges as they seek to interpret and
apply the law consistent with the principles
of the code. The price of this flexibility is an
occasional conflict in reasoning or decisions
between courts, or even judges of the same
court. The byproduct of the recent controversy
over forced vestment is that debtor’s counsel
may argue Judge Hoffman’s opinion in Sagendorph and creditor’s counsel may argue Judge
Boroff’s opinion in Weller on the same issue.
As Judge Boroff observed in Weller, the
plight of debtors whose economic suffering
(and uncooperative mortgagees) brought this
issue to the fore is “a sad commentary on the
times.” The legal standoff over forced vestment
does not benefit these debtors or their creditors. This is an issue best resolved quickly so
that there may be predictability on this issue in
the Bankruptcy Court. 
1 In re Sagendorph, 2015 WL 3867955 (Bankr. D. Mass.
June 22, 2015).
2 In re Weller, 2016 WL 164645 (Bankr. D. Mass. Jan.
13, 2016).

a data breach incident will be from the necessary vendors to asses and respond to the incident at hand. The amount of insurance available for each element of coverage and the policy
language vary greatly from insurer to insurer.
Beyond the benefit of transferring this potential
exposure off of your balance sheet, the true value
in this insurance is having access to an expert
team of attorneys, forensic consultants, public
relations consultants, and vendors to assist with
notification and the offer of credit monitoring.
As this exposure is constantly evolving it is of
critical importance to work with an insurance
brokerage and law firm that understands the
intricacies of the policy contract and that can
assist with risk management, risk transfer and
breach response. 

